
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of team operations
manager. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for team operations manager

Actively participates in various Bankwide project teams, serving as the
Subject Matter Expert on behalf of Payments and Deposit Account Services
executive leadership team
Responsibilities would include recommending policy and procedural changes,
providing cost and productivity impact analysis, providing input to changes
and needs in other functional or business areas based on knowledge and
experience
Analyzes and resolves complex customer complaints to regulators, executives
and front line business areas
Utilizes current and previous experience, knowledge and professional
judgment defining, developing and implementing new processes and
procedural enhancements within designated Payments/Deposit
Account Services work team\
Manages and directs work flow in the day to day operation of the area
Manages projects and directs groups of vendors, subject matter experts, and
consultants in projects to improve efficiency and reduce costs
Plans and directs global capacity management activities to ensure systems
are appropriately sized and configured to support customer needs
Leads infrastructure change process for a global card authorizations
environment
Leads the development and support of a disaster recovery and business
continuity solution, to support a critical business service

Example of Team Operations Manager Job
Description
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In-depth knowledge and understanding of Mutual Fund Dealer, Manufacturer
and Distributor and how one relates to the other
Minimum one year customer service or telephone sales experience preferred
Ability to develop training presentations, process documentation/mapping,
playbooks related to systems/processes will be required
Bilingual in English and Thai is required
Graduate from a reputed Institute or University in any discipline (BA, BSc,
B.Com, BBM, BHM )
Team Based Work systems - Production Structure utilizing consensus decision
making process to balance customer, individual and business needs


